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Deliverable D3.1c ResumeNet

Summary

The services market is growing very rapidly worldwide with superb margin in the last years.
Networking of services is a fundamental requirement, not only because a large portion of
services is provided via the Internet but also because a service is often compound out of
different networked components which need to function together in order to provide the service
properly.

This documents provides a framework and guidlines for resilient networked services. It
summarizes the results of the research work within the ResumeNet project in the area of resilient
services (WP3). This includes innovations in the areas of P2P networking, virtualisation, overlay-
based connectivity, service surveillance, challenge detection using chronicles, and policy-based
remediation. Moreover, we describe further service resilience mechanisms typically used today.
This allows for an overview of service resilience mechanisms including innovative ones developed
in the project.

This document is complementary to other ResumeNet project deliverables which result from
WP2, ``Network-level resilience"" where resilience aspects are addressed lower in the network
stack, e.g., resilient physical network topologies, path diversity and resilience in wireless mesh
networks (WMNs). Both work at the network-level and service-level resilience follow the
D2R2-DR strategy (Defence, Detect, Remediate, Recover, Diagnose and Refine).
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1 Introduction

While the effort put into the resilience of network services has been increasing, the dependance
on these services has been even increasing further. This makes the costs of failures in the
network or the services on top of it more and more significant. Basic techniques for improving
service resilience, e.g, fault tolerance with server redundancy, have been deployed. However, a
service may fail at the weakest component. Thus, there has to be an overall framework with
a systematic approach to service resilience in order to gurantee a certain level of resilience.
Furthermore, there is a need for innovative methods to meet the evolving service resilience
requirements.

Overlays, P2P networking and virtualisation are modern techniques which have been
investigated in ResumeNet in order to proactively protect service from failures, thus increasing
the Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) as much as possible. Moreover, since failures cannot be
completely excluded, a constant monitoring (at different layers) is required in order to detect
challenges on time, and to remediate and recover from them, thus, reducing the Mean Time
To Repair (MTTR) as much as possible. Therefore, we involve all aspects of the the inner
control loop Defence, Detect, Remediate and Recover (D2R2) of the ResumeNet D2R2-DR
strategy.

The remaining of this deliverable is structured as follows: Section 2 explains the notion
of services, particularly from a telecommunication provider point of view. Sections 3, 4 and
5 provides resilience techniques according the inner control loop of the Resilience strategy
D2R2. Section 4.3 provides a use case how these techniques are deployed together. And finally,
Section 6 concludes this document.
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2 About services

The services market is growing very rapidly worldwide with superb margin in the last years.
Obviously, the concept of ""services"" is not a new one: Web services, service oriented archi-
tectures (SOA) and other service standardization efforts exist for years already. Nevertheless,
the definitions of these services are never the same, especially with the significant increase
in the services-based industries and related economic activities. Nowadays, services market-
ing comprises different categories like: telecommunications, financial field, hospitality sector,
transportation (air, road, ...), health care, entertainment and other professional services. The
definition given to the term ""service"" is thus different from a domain to another, and, sometimes,
comprises several definitions within the same domain.

In this section, we remind the reader of diverse ways to comprehend the term service and
suggest to specify the boundaries between network services and added-value services. Different
dimensions characterizing any communication service are then proposed, in order to accurately
define the proper resilience level, according to the specific use cases targeted by the service
under study.

2.1 Definitions

Services are economic activities offered by one party to another, most commonly employing
time-based performances to bring about desired results in recipients themselves, or in objects
or other assets for which purchasers have responsibility.

In exchange for money, time, and effort, service customers expect value from access to
goods, labor, professional skills, facilities, networks, and systems; but they do not normally
take ownership of any of the physical elements involved [LW07]. The Information Technology
Infrastructure Library (ITIL) defines a service as a means of delivering value to customers by
facilitating outcomes the customers want to achieve without the ownership of specific costs
and risks.

Many researchers [Jon05, CSDC03] share the opinion that a service is any component
(software or hardware) upon which the business processes depend. A business process refers to
the way a company coordinates and organizes work activities, information, and knowledge to
produce a valuable commodity [CSDC03]. The TeleManagement Forum (TMF) defines service
as ""a set of independent functions that are an integral part of one or more business processes""
[For03]. This functional set consists of the hardware and software components, as well as the
underlying communications medium.

Every service consists of a service provider and a consumer. The conditions governing the
relationship between providers and consumers are described by the service level agreement
[SNB06, CGH+05].

SOA is one of the most known technologies within the services market. This architecture
has been introduced by the IT world with the motivation of reuse. An entity developed to fulfill
a particular business functionality should possess the capability of being used again to cater
to the changing business needs. Hence, software resources are packaged as services, which
are well defined, self-contained modules that provide standard business functionalities and are
independent of the state, or context, of other services [PvdH07]. Each service is composed of
a set of independent elements interoperating between them to provide the service. SOA has
introduced a consumer-oriented view of service. Comparing with object-oriented technologies,
where an object represents what it is, in SOA, a service represents how its consumers wish to
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use it. In other terms, SOA is a user-centric architecture which tries to satisfy the user needs
as well as possible.

Cloud computing is a topic which cannot be ignored when speaking about services nowadays.
[Wik] defines the cloud concept as a set of computation, software, data access, and storage
services that do not require end-user knowledge of the physical location and configuration of
the system delivering the services. Cloud paradigm is a natural evolution of the widespread
adoption of virtualization, service-oriented architecture, autonomics and utility computing
[Dan08]. It describes a new delivery model for IT services based on Internet protocols, and
involves provisioning of dynamically scalable, and often virtualized, resources [SP08, KG08].

The emerging style of the cloud approach provides applications, data, and information
technology resources as services of a network. Each cloud service progresses through a well-
defined life cycle. The cloud service provider defines the services to be offered and exposes
these via a service catalog. Service requesters instantiate the services, which are managed
against a set of service level agreements. Finally, the cloud service is destroyed when it is no
longer needed [GM09]. Applications can be executed considering predefined execution time,
price, security or privacy standards, which are guaranteed in real time in form of service level
agreements [Ivo09]. Three service models are currently the most popular in the cloud: (i)
Software as a Service (SaaS), i.e., online applications such as web-based email; (ii) Platform
as a Service (PaaS) allowing customers to deploy their own applications; (iii) Infrastructure as
a Service (IaaS) providing, for example, processing power or storage capability [HK10].

2.2 Boundaries

The generic definitions presented above do not distinguish between different kinds of services.
Furthermore, with the end of legacy Telcos monopole, the phenomenon of virtual operators
(who do not own infrastructures), the convergence of informatics and telecoms, diverse types
of actors exist nowadays in the arena: incumbent network providers, virtual network operators,
Over The Top (OTT) players (coming, most of the time, from the computer science field), etc.

It is the reason why we propose to draw clearly the boundaries between network services and
added-value services. We name network services all communication and transportation means
needed (in the network) to provide connectivity, e.g., (i) identification and authentication
services which are often necessary to access and use a service; (ii) elements providing the
connection like Fibre/ADSL/Wifi/3G or 4G access, routing protocols such as BGP, IP, ; (iii)
transport procedures, etc. These services are implicitly used, but are transparent for the end
user.

On the other hand, an added-value service is explicitly requested by the end client. There is
a charge for some added-value services, e.g., gaming services, but some are free of charge, e.g.,
social networking, VoIP communications between computers, ... This is to say that network
services are needed to link the end users to added-value services through wireless, or wireline,
access.

Google, an OTT player, exemplifies an added-value services provider. The company owns
its dedicated software and hardware (server farms); however, these are running on top of a
myriad of equipments (hosting various layers of networks services) belonging to connectivity
operators in order to reach and connect the companys final clients.
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2.3 Dimensions

To accurately define the added-value services with the intention for providing for each of them
the suitable level of resilience, we also suggest to classify these with the use of six dimensions :

Provider The service provider can belong to three categories: (i) Telcos who provide network
infrastructures in addition to telecommunication services; (ii) OTT (Over The Top) operators
using their own networks and exploiting the Telcos infrastructures to provide services, e.g.,
YouTube; (iii) the last type of actors represents those who use the Telco infrastructure to
provide specific added-value services.

Customer Two types of customers may be distinguished: residential customers and profes-
sional ones. Obviously, services dedicated to professional clients need to be much more resilient,
in comparison to those aiming regular users.

Time Services are decomposed for this dimension into real-time and non real-time services.
Real-time services, e.g., video broadcast, have naturally more restrictive constraints, as compared
with the other ones, e.g., e-mail delivery.

Architecture From this standpoint, we can make a distinction between the traditional
architectures used to supply services, e.g., P2P, client/server, and the new trends to furnish
services using a cloud, a CDN, etc. With a new architecture such the cloud, providers tend to
expose their services without limits and boundaries: this universe creates new challenges in
term of resilience, particularly for the security aspects.

Access network Terminals used today to benefit from the different services are several
and numerous, e.g., desktops, laptops, tablets, smartphones, ... These devices are connected
through different kinds of access networks, e.g., wired networks (ADSL, cable, fiber, ...), mobile
networks (3G, LTE, ...).

Domain Nowadays, the service market is huge and encompasses a great number of domains;
let's mention hereafter some commonly recognized ones:

\bullet Communication: voice, video, e-mail, presence, geolocation, emergency calls,

\bullet Entertainment: gaming, VoD, music,

\bullet Financial: banking services, e-commerce,

\bullet Health care: elderly/handicapped people monitoring, geolocation,

\bullet E-administration: on-line income declaration, ...,

\bullet Other: weather, travel, telemonitoring, geolocation, Internet of Things, etc.

Positioning a service into the dimensions described above allows a resilience engineer to
better identify the convenient level of robustness and security with the most suitable metrics to
be respected for the service under study. This positioning eases the choice of suitable defense
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mechanisms (fault tolerance, data encryption, redundancy, etc.), detection approaches (e.g.,
R-Peer/CRS as discussed later), and remediation methods (P2P, virtualization, policies, etc.)
to ensure the services availability, its data integrity, and the users privacy,
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3 Defence Mechanisms

This section provides an overview of defence mechanisms. These are resilience mechanisms
that are proactively deployed, i. e., before a challenge is detected. Defence mechanisms can be
deployed with different goals:

\bullet Either to prevent a challenge from causing a failure. Examples are fault tolerance or data
encryption.

\bullet Or to accelerate the remediation and recovery once a challenge occurs. An example is
virtualisation, where a pre-configured server in a virtual machine image can be started as
a backup server in case of a server crash or an overload situation. Having the virtualised
back-up server at hand saves a lot of time compared to manually configuring the server.

Using metrics such as MTTF and MTTR, the first approach results into a longer MTTF,
and the second approach results into a short MTTR, which leads to an overall higher availability.

3.1 Server Redundancy

Redundancy is a fundamental defence mechanism. Moore and Shannon described already at an
early age of electrical engineering and computer science how a reliable distributed system can
be built out of unreliable components [MS56]. However, certain aspects needs to be considered
in order to benefit from server redundancy.

\bullet One aspect is how the redundant servers should be networked together, in a way such as
the failure of a server can be successfully remediated by its peer servers.

\bullet Another aspect is geographic diversity. Geographic diversity is particularly important in
case of large scale natural disasters, e.g., earthquakes. Replicating a service in different
distant locations, e.g., in different continents is the key solution.

\bullet A third aspect is how the redundant servers are kept synchronized. However, this aspect
is application specific and is is not a major focus in our studies.

In the rest of this section, we describe network mechanisms and protocols which can be
deployed at different layers to support server redundancy. Some of these mechanisms can be
deployed for servers connected within the same LAN. Others can be deployed for servers that
are geographically distributed and thus allow for geographic diversity.

IP Takeover
IP takeover is a resilience mechanism which can be realized with a simple topology for

redundant servers. A backup server receives periodic keepalive messages from the master server
as shown in Figure 1 at a sufficiently high frequency, e.g., every 10ms. In case the backup
server misses a keepalive message, it broadcasts an ARP message to the LAN via the Ethernet
switch indicating the IP address of the master server is now reachable under the MAC address
of the backup server. From now on, all incoming traffic from the Internet to the master server
is forwarded to the backup server. This means that any session state is lost unless the master
and backup servers have additional state synchronization mechanisms.
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Master server Backup server

Internet

keepalive

Figure 1: Server redundancy with IP takeover.

One drawback of this architecture is that the Ethernet switch is a single point of failure.
Figure 2 shows an extension to solve this problem. Here, both the master and the backup
servers are connected to two Ethernet switches. The same procedure with ARP takes place
when the backup servers misses a keep alive message from the master server, except that now
traffic from both switches is forwarded to the backup server. The connection to the Internet
with the two switches can be used, e.g., to connect to two different access networks, in which
case the ``server pool"" becomes multihomed. Additionally, the Ethernet connections between
the servers and the Ethernet switches can be enhanced with IEEE link aggregation such as any
two devices are connected with more than one cable (not shown in the Figure) at the same
time. This results into a topology where any component (server, Ethernet switch or cable)
can be turned down, e.g., for maintenance purposes, while the system keeps working. Under
normal operation, link aggregation can be used to increase the bandwidth and the two servers
can be also run in parallel for load balancing.

Both solutions for IP takeover presented above require the redundant servers to run on
the same Ethernet broadcast domain. Thus, they do not allow for geographic diversity per se,
unless a layer-2 tunneling mechanism is deployed [MPF+09].

NAT Takeover
A similar takeover procedure as IP takeover can be implemented using Network Address

Translators (NATs) which forward the traffic to a backup server in case the master server is not
reachable (see Figure 3). NAT takeover is not restricted to a LAN segment. Backup servers
can be hosted anywhere on the Internet. Thus, NAT takeover allows for geographic diversity.

Master server Backup server

keepalive

Access network 1 Access network 2

Figure 2: Server redundancy with IP takeover and multiple switches.
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Master server Backup server

Internet

keepalive

NAT

Figure 3: NAT takeover.

A drawback of NAT takeover is that the NAT is a single point of failure. Thus, the resilience
of a NAT-takeover-enabled server pool should be enhanced with additional mechanisms, e.g.,
IP takeover with multiple NATs.

Domain Name System (DNS)
Since hosts in the Internet are typically reached via their host name and not directly the

IP address, this indirection allows for multiple redundant servers with different IP addresses
reachable behind the same host name. For example, consecutive DNS queries looking for a
DNS A record for www.youtube.com provide different IP addresses in DNS responses. If a
server becomes unreachable for any reason (i.e., either the server itself or its connectivity to the
Internet is down), then its IP address is excluded from DNS responses (See Figure 4). Moreover,
in case of a flash crowd, additional servers can be added transparently and subsequent DNS
responses can include the recently added servers. The process of allocating new servers can be
performed along with the geographic client distribution along the network in order to optimize
the latency for the clients. This is in fact the main idea behind Content Distribution Networks
(CDNs) today. DNS allows for geographic diversity.

IP Anycast
IP anycast [AL06] is used to provide access to replicated servers. Different servers in different

tux@linux#

DNS

DNS requests

HTTP GET

Server 

pool

keepalive

Figure 4: Server redundancy with DNS.
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192.5.5.241 192.5.5.241

DNS resolvers DNS resolvers

Figure 5: DNS server redundancy with IP anycast.

locations can be addressed with the same IP address. Thus, IP anycast relies on IP routing
to forward IP packets to one of these servers. For example, in BGP this can be achieved by
announcing the same IP prefix from different origins. Figure 5 shows an example with a DNS
anycast cloud. An anycast cloud is the set of servers available under the same IP address [AL06].
Every node from the anycast cloud providing a service is an IP anycast node. In Figure 5, we
can see two IP anycast node using the same IP address 192.5.5.241 and providing DNS root
service. In fact, 192.5.5.241 is the IP address of the DNS root-f server which was the first one
to be anycasted. DNS queries originating from different BGP autonomous systems may be
routed towards different DNS anycast nodes.

Initial deployment of IP anycast for the DNS root servers started in 2002 with the F-root
server. In the DNS case, IP anycast allows for easily adding new servers without the necessity
to update the DNS client software. It renders more than 200 servers reachable worldwide1

under 13 IP addresses. Each of the more than 200 servers may be internally compound of
a load balancer and several physical servers, eventually deploying one of the techniques for
failover described above.

IP anycast allows geographic diversity. However, care must be taken if IP anycast is
deployed with BGP since the MTTR depends on the routing convergences time, which may be
up to several minutes in BGP. According to our analysis, even with controlled experiments with
DNS root servers, the failover time from one IP anycast to another, e.g., two IP anycast nodes
of the F-root server, may be up to 10s. In case of an uncontrolled failure, the failover time
depends on the BGP convergence time which is known to be up to several minutes [TSGR04].
In this case, a request from a DNS client to a DNS anycast node, e.g., of the F-root server
will fail, and the DNS client will send its request to another root server, e.g., the J-root server.

Thus, IP anycast is an additional redundancy mechanism, which makes other mechanisms,
e.g., redundancy via DNS as explained in the previous section not obselete. An extensive
analysis of the deployment of IP anycast for resilient services can be found in a master thesis
run at TU M\"unchen [Sch11].

1246 in August 2011; with a trend to increase further.
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3.2 P2P Networks

P2P networks are a special case of server redundancy as explained in Section 3.1. Using
P2P networks instead of small-scale server pools (which typically make use of the techniques
described in Section 3.1) allows for providing scalable and even more robust services.

\bullet In a P2P network, a peer can detect that its neighboring peers have left the network (e.g.,
via keepalive messages) and thus, can autonomously recover from stale P2P routing
table entries.

\bullet Moreover, P2P networks can provide geographic diversity.

\bullet If the P2P network is used for storage, e.g., a Distributed Hash Table (DHT), then data
is replicated at different peers.

These properties make P2P networks attractive for building resilient network services. In the
next subsections, we differentiate between different architectures for building P2P networks: i)
P2P networks build at the infrastructure (i.e, service provider) and ii) P2P networks involving the
clients (i.e., service consumers). We also discuss the security implications of both architectures.
Moreover, we explain some issues that need to be taken care of when building a service on
top of a P2P network, notably the service reliability and load balancing. Security issues are
briefly discussed below. For a more detailed security analysis of P2P networks, please see
D3.3 [FFAH10].

3.2.1 Architectures

P2P-based Server Pools If the P2P network is used only at the service provider side,
then all peers are controlled by the service provider and can be considered as cooperative
and non-malicious, i.e., they are not expected to launch some attacks, e.g., to reduce the
availability of the service. A service provider can benefit from the resilience properties of the
P2P network, such autonomous configuration and recovery from local failures. Therefore, the
P2P network can be used, for example,

\bullet for search engines, e.g., the Google File System (GFS) [BP98]

\bullet or even for applications with higher transactional requirements such as online shopping,
e.g., Amazon Dynamo [DHJ+07] or online banking.

P2P-Networks involving Clients If the P2P network involves clients (i.e., service consumer)
as peers, which are not controlled by the service provider, then the P2P network becomes
vulnerable to several attacks as explained in Deliverable D3.3 [FFAH10]. These attacks generally
target the availability of routing or content in the P2P network.

Two well-known applications for P2P networks involving clients are Skype and the KAD
file sharing system [SENB07a]. Skype security is mainly based on its closed-source nature
with code obfuscation. Thus, it has a different threat model: Skype peers are considered as
cooperative and trustworthy2. As for the KAD network, the feasibility of theorical attacks has
been successfully tested [SENB07b].

2And the actually threat from the Skype developer's perspective is Skype reverse engineering.
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Supervised P2P Networks In D3.3, we provided a threat analysis of P2P networks involving
clients, and showed how threats on the service provided by the P2P network can be addressed
with a supervised approach. A P2P network supervisor provides the peers with verifiable
identities. It is involved in the setup of the P2P network. However, even if the supervisor is
unavailable, the service can still be provided by the P2P network. A supervised P2P network
can be considered as a solution between server-based and pure P2P-based signaling solutions.
The goal is to increase the reliability of the service using the P2P network, while providing a
comparable security level as in pure-infrastructure service.

Furthermore, we applied the concept of supervised P2P networks to VoIP signaling. The
concept of Cooperative SIP (CoSIP) has been explained in previous deliverables, e.g., in
D3.3 [FFAH10].

3.2.2 Operational Aspects

P2P Reliability When building a server pool as explained in Section 3.1, or a service on top
of a P2P network as explained above in this section, an appropriate reliability model is required
to estimated the redundancy level required. Thus, one should compute, e.g., the number of
servers required in a server pool in order to achieve a service reliability of ``3 nines"" or ``5 nines"".
Likewise, appropriate estimations of the number of required redundant peers for a routing table
entry or the number of required replica nodes for an item stored in a DHT is required. For this
purpose, the time to failure of the different components required to provide the service needs
to be estimated. A service can be delivered only if all the components required to provide the
service are functioning. For example, for a lookup in a DHT,

\bullet the DHT routing must work, in order to successfully route lookup messages and the
appropriate responses,

\bullet there has to be at least one replica node online storing the item being searched for,

\bullet and finally, the replica node must be cooperative in order to respond with the correct
response.

In [Fes10], we computed such a reliability model for a single peer, based on reliability theory
and traces from the Skype network. Figure 6 shows the complementary cumulative distribution
function (CCDF) of the supernode lifetime together with a Weibull fit and and a power-law fit.

In contrast to previous work [GDJ06] where the lifetime of Skype supernodes has been
modeled with a Power-law distribution, we can see from Figure 6 that the Weibull fit is
better suited than the Power-law fit. The scale \lambda and the shape \alpha parameters of the Weibull
distribution are approximately equal to 8.84 and 0.52 respectively. Thus,

RSkype supernode(t) = e - ( t
\lambda 
)
\alpha 

; \alpha = 0.52 \lambda = 8.84 (1)

Based on this peer lifetime model, we showed that using a P2P network as a backup for
the VoIP signaling can enhance reliability by ``3 nines"" or ``5 nines"" with a small number of
replica nodes (6 for ``3 nines"" and 10 for ``5 nines""). Therefore, CoSIP server downtimes can
be bridged with high probability. Moreover, CoSIP provides the benefit of geographic diversity
of the peers (plus server) and potentially diversity in their software and hardware as well. Thus,
the reliability of CoSIP is expected to be significantly higher than the reliability of a pure server
solution.
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Figure 6: Complementary CDF of the supernode lifetime distribution in Skype.

Load Distribution in a P2P Networks Care must be taken with the load distribution
in the P2P network as well. If there are some items stored in a P2P network which are
very popular, peers responsible for these items can become overloaded very quickly. This
may render these popular items unreacheable. A typical application for this kind of skewed
popularity is DNS. It has been shown that the popularity of records queried in DNS follows a
Zipf distribution [JSBM02]. Therefore, approches to build a P2P-based DNS [RS04, PPPW04,
Mas06, CMM02] use typical mechanisms to disperse the load in P2P networks such as caching
popular items in neighboring peers. However, this leads to inconsistencies when items, e.g., DNS
records are updated. This means that caching is an obstacle to flexible service infrastructures,
e.g., CDNs, or to concepts like migration or replication of virtual machines used for resilience
purposes as explained in Section 5.2.

During our research work on providing resilient signaling with P2P networks, we considered
different applications, such as SIP signalling for VoIP (which resulted into CoSIP as explained
in D3.3 [FFAH10]) and a P2P-based DNS which should in constrast to previous P2P-DNS
solutions cope with the updatability of DNS records, particularly since VM migration is one of
the resilience mechanisms investigated in ResumeNet. However, our preliminary simulation
results showed that this leads to hot spots in the neighbourhood of popular domain names and
a very skewed load distribution. The problems is due to the fact that hot spot dispertion and
updatability are contradictory requirements which are hard to achieve simultaneously in a P2P
network.

In fact, we came to the conclusion that the current DNS as it is is very resilient and moving
towards a P2P-based DNS is not necessarily an improvement. The current DNS is based on
redundancy mechanisms in several layers (See also Section 3.1):

\bullet Redundancy in DNS resolving from a DNS zone name to an IP address: The DNS root
zone '/' is resolved by a DNS client to 13 IP addresses. Moreover, resolving a Top Level
Domain (TLDs), e.g., .de results into several IP addresses (6 for .de). Each sub-domain
below a TLD is required to have at least two authorative name servers, and thus resolves
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to two IP addresses.

\bullet Behind each IP address in the root zone and a TLD there is typically a so-called anycast
cloud, as explained in Section 3.1 consisting of several anycast nodes. For example,
while a DNS client is configured with 13 IP addresses for the root zone, each IP address
represents an anycast cloud with more anycast node for each IP address. This results
into 246 anycast nodes worldwide (by August 2011. And the trend is rising. See
http://www.root-servers.org/ for more information).

\bullet Behind a DNS anycast node there is a server cluster where several physical servers are
interconnected using layer-2 failover techniques as explained in Section 3.1.

This redundancy at different layers has resulted into an evolution from a strict DNS tree,
vulnerable to hot spots and edge failures, to an extremely resilient well-interconnected network
of DNS servers.

3.3 Virtualization

Virtualization of services can be used as a resilience mechanism. By encapsulating a service
within a virtual machine, it is possible to abstract from the underlying hardware. In particular,
it becomes possible to mask hardware failures and shortcomings. This can be done, either
by trying to keep two virtualized services synchronous on two different hardware platforms
(effectively creating a hot spare for the service), or by changing the mapping of virtual resources
to physical resources in the case of a failure (i.e. performing a migration).

The initial act of virtualizing the service can then be seen as part of the defence phase that
will support later recovery and remediation. In order to use migration of virtual services as a
remediation mechanism, the service has to be virtualized first -- i.e. the service is encapsulated
within a virtual machine. This can be performed either by replacing a service on a physical
host with a service running within a virtual machine, or by transforming an existing physical
service into a virtual service.

Moreover, in order to speed up a possible later migration, it is advisable to distribute copies
of the virtual machine throughout the network to potential future target hosts. This will save
a significant amount of time once a challenge occurs. A further improvement of this strategy
is to distribute incremental state updates at appropriate time intervals to ensure that only a
minimum of state needs to be transferred in case of failure. The attached paper (``Wide-Area
Virtual Machine Migration as Resilience Mechanism"") discusses how these concepts can be
used to increase the overall resilience of a service.

Creating a hot spare / hot standby of the virtualized service is a further extension of that
concept, continuously synchronizing the state between two different instances of a virtualized
service. This concept is already used in high-availability areas (see e.g. [CLM+08]).

3.4 Connectivity Overlays

The fundamental and thus most important service on the Internet is the correct delivery of IP
packets. All other services, e. g., WWW, e-mail, VoIP, etc., crucially depend on this service.
Although routing protocols ensure that broken IP connectivity is restored within usually a short
time span, this does not always work: In extreme cases, routes may be broken for minutes
up to hours [GRF03, TSGR04], or IP forwarding may be disturbed due to misconfiguration
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(cf., e. g., the Youtube/Pakistan Telecom incident on BGP security [Ren09, RIP]). Further
challenges may be imposed by links that are technically working but deliver an unacceptable
performance (e. g., very high packet loss rate), or that are subject to malicious manipulations.
If IP packets that are sent from one host to another systematically get lost or are otherwise
interfered with, there normally is no way for the sending host to use a different path. Please
note that most of this information was already provided in Deliverable D3.4; in this subsection,
we only give a summary of the corresponding sections in D3.4 for convenience.

We propose to make use of an overlay, which allows to exploit additional paths that are
normally not available under standard IP routing: If the IP flow3 a\rightsquigarrow b is disturbed while IP
flows a\rightsquigarrow r and r \rightsquigarrow b are still working, then a can make use of r as a stepping stone to reach
b. Possibly, r may represent not one node but a chain of n stepping stones r1, . . . , rn.

Obviously, normal IP routing does not allow to simply use a stepping stone such as r in
the example above without prior set-up. In fact, a has to tunnel traffic destinated to b via r.

Clearly, such an overlay mechanism is a remediation mechanism. The actual recovery
assumes traffic flows from a and b without disruption and without any help from node r. This
means that the recovery is done by standard IP routing protocols such as OSPF and BGP,
whereas the overlay provides a structure similar to an ``airbag"" that allows to temporarily
protect IP connectivity through the introduction of additional paths.

However, the overlay also posesses an important defence aspect. Constructing an overlay
network from scratch at times of disturbed IP connectivity consumes much more time (and is
presumably more difficult) than to maintain an overlay that has been set up before the challenge
occurs. The construction of the overlay itself will be even more difficult due to the IP distur-
bances. The same holds for other resilience-enhancing protocols that requires communication
between nodes, e.g, distributed challenge detection, or virtual machine migration: Ironically,
IP connectivity is required most at times when it is not available or severely disturbed. Since
the connectivity overlay is (a) intended to be deployed before the actual challenge (e. g., a
routing failure) kicks in, and since it (b) enhances the availability of other resilience-enhancing
mechanisms and therefore their effectivity, resulting in additional positive effects on overall
network and service availability, the connectivity overlay is a defence mechanism as well.

Our proposed framework consists of two major parts:

\bullet A routing protocol, and

\bullet a forwarding (i. e., tunneling) method.

Normal routing algorithms are unsuitable for an overlay: In a physical network consisting
of n nodes, the number of links is usually m \in O(n) in the case of a typical hub-based
topology4. In an overlay network consisting of n peers however, the number of inter-peer
flows is m \in O(n2) even if a significant portion of these flows becomes unavailable. Therefore,
traditional routing algorithms cannot scale, due to the superlinear growth of the required
signalling information.

3With the expression ""IP flow a\rightsquigarrow b, we denote the situation that host a sends IP datagrams to host b, and
where b is able to receive the vast majority of these packets. The arrow being wavy symbolizes that a and b
need not be immediate neighbours, i. e., packets travelling from a to b may be relayed by an arbitrary number of
intermediate IP routers.

4In the majority of cases, addition of a new node results in the addition of only one single link. Even if this is
not the case, we can assume the maximum link degree \mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x}\{ d\} of a node to be constant, hence m \leq n \cdot \mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x}\{ d\} 
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3.5 Geolocation

Geographic proximity may lead to correlated failures of network components or services that
actually reside in very different parts of the network topology: Nodes in close geographic
proximity tend to use the same links or geographically parallel links to connect to other parts
of the network, even if they are connected to entirely different IP networks [RNS09]. For
example, the Howard Street Tunnel fire destroyed two redundant fiber optic links and led to
severe impacts on Internet connectivity [Fed]. A similar reasoning is also applicable to service
nodes located at the same site. Therefore, if a service relies on distributed techniques, e. g.,
overlays, P2P networks or virtualized services, then it is necessary to ensure that the service is
geographically wide-spread.

However, only little is known about the physical structure of the network -- usually, service
providers are very reluctant to reveal topology or routing information about their networks,
since this is regarded as a trade secret. Therefore, if we want to render a service geographically
diverse, we need techniques that reveal as much geographic information about the network as
possible.

To this end, we employ IP Geolocation based on RTT measurements at the IP layer.
Our technique was described in greater detail in D3.4, therefore we only give a brief outline
here. It is based on estimates of the time that a signal needs to propagate from source
to destination as basic source of information. In contrast to the widely known distributed
Vivaldi algorithm [DCKM04], which derives node coordinates in a virtual (non-real, possibly
higher-dimensional) coordinate system, we want to estimate a node's real position on the
earth's surface. The idea is to use a set of landmark hosts with known geographic positions.
The majority of approaches further demand that landmarks are able to measure the RTT to
an arbitrary unknown node.

Obviously, the geolocation should be performed prior to a challenge, in an attempt to
reduce the impact of the challenge by keeping network components and services less correlated.
Therefore, geolocation is a defence mechanism.

3.6 Integrity Protection

Most of the traffic in the Internet (signalling and data) is not integrity-protected. Critical
applications such as Online Banking, use TLS protection. However, it has been shown that
current Public Key Infrastructures (PKIs) deployed in Internet browsers are vulnerable to
attacks with forged Certification Authorities (CAs) and misconfigured certificates. This has
been shown in our paper [HBKC11]5. The generic deployment of security mechanisms such as
IPSec, TLS and ``conventional"" PKIs will not be sufficient in the future for providing integrity
protection. In this section, we provide an example, DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM), of
integrity protection for a specific application, namely emails. Moreover, we show how the
overall service can be protected with additional integrity mechanisms, e.g., DNSSEC.

DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) DKIM [HCHB09] provides the validation of domain
names associated with email messages. Since spammers may also sign their email messages,
DKIM needs to be used in combination with reputation mechanisms. Email messages sent by
a domain that is known for signing good messages can be accepted while others may require
further examination.

5This is a contribution to ResumeNet Task 1.3
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Generally speaking, in several cases an application has to deploy its own security mechanisms
and cannot rely on security mechanisms in the underlying layers. While reusability of security
mechanisms is preferable where possible6, each application requires a separate threat analysis
and if necessary its own security mechanisms.

DNS Security Extensions (DNSSEC) DNSSEC protects DNS responses with cryptographic
signatures in a dedicated DNS record: the RRSIG record (RFC4034). There has been already
preliminary DNSSEC deployment, e.g., the TLD domains under the zone .se (Sweden) can
get a signed DNS record. DENIC (the German association responsible for the TLD .de) is
currently running a DNSSEC testbed [BBD+09]. The DNS root zone has recently been signed
(in June 2010). However, for a wider deployment of DNSSEC, several issues and concerns need
to be clarified, notably the higher resource usage (CPU and memory) due to the computation
and verification of the cryptographic signatures [ADF06] and the additional administrative
overhead for generating the signatures and distributing the appropriate keys.

One important advantage of DNSSEC compared to PKIs is that using a PKI, an attacker
who is able to generate forged certificates will be able to generate certificates with arbitrary
domain names. Using DNSSEC, the attacker is able to generate only DNS signed records for
the DNS sub-domain it has successfully hacked. This reduces the attack surface significantly.

6Reusability of security mechanisms allows for reusing existing implementations, and thus generating less
vulnerabilies
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4 Detection

Defense mechanisms are intended to protect the services from challenges. However, these
are generally not sufficient to ensure a high degree of resilience. Some threats still can not
be prevented and may lead to service failures. Therefore, services need to be monitored
continuously in order to detect any abnormal situation/behavior when it appears. Thus,
our work towards challenge detection begins with the service monitoring aspect. We have
studied some existing approaches to this question, before proposing a proper services resilience
monitoring framework that we named R-Peer.

The goal of services monitoring is to trigger alarms when anomalies happen. These alarms
need then to be analyzed and correlated to identify the presence of a real challenge, or not. For
this purpose, we use the outputs of our R-Peer formalism as inputs to the Chronicle Recognition
System (CRS), which is a time-based correlation tool. This deliverable details the functioning
of CRS by describing its implementation in the Time-stamped Event Stream System (TESS).

Furthermore, we will show how our surveillance framework (composed of R-Peer and
CRS) can be used to detect a flooding attack in the PubSub platform, the testbed of our
experimentation in WP4.

4.1 Monitoring

As the first and most central step for service management, service monitoring is about the
acquisition of useful data and information about the services. Monitoring is essential in order to
more effectively troubleshoot and resolve issues when these occur. It helps to prevent problems,
detect them and localize their root causes. Thereby, a service provider needs to monitor and
manage a number of properties of his services, such as performance (response time, resources
consumed, throughput, etc.), security (security model, trust in partners, certificate quality, key
quality, etc.), availability, and reliability.

One of the most important issues with monitoring is the cost. Monitoring a service is
necessary to ensure its continuity and security; nevertheless, the cost of monitoring the service
permanently may be greater than the benefit provided by doing so. The monitoring framework
should be designed to minimize the additional overhead to the system, and should not interfere
with normal invocations of services.

Optimizing a monitoring system may involve selecting exactly which aspects need to be
monitored, at what resolution, at what times, and for which level of quality. To achieve such
optimization, the cost of services monitoring must be determined. A good comprehension of
the service is also mandatory. There are cases where service monitoring is mandated by law,
contract, or business policy. The specific method of monitoring may also be mandated, leaving
no choice to the service provider (for more details see deliverable D1.4).

In this chapter, we will first discuss some existing approaches for service monitoring, before
proposing our own framework.

4.1.1 Existing approaches

The diversity of resilience metrics brings lots of difficulties to monitoring design. Some metrics,
such as response time and availability, are familiar to all users and service providers. However,
domain specific metrics, e.g., discovery accuracy for a search engine or voice quality for IP
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telephony, have to be treated in a case by case manner. As a result, there is a growing need
for intelligent monitoring services that collect information about the conditions of use for
the services delivered to the customer. Such services help to avert potential downtime, or
unacceptable service degradations.

There has been a number of work on service monitoring, analysis, and management
[TSF06, TGRS04, ZLH07]. Most of these studies and methods, however, are based on the
assumption that useful monitoring data and information about the services are available, rather
than defining how these can be acquired with current services design and architectures.

OSMaF [YCK08] suggests a management framework dubbed OSMaF (Fig. 7) for ESB-based
(Enterprise Service Business) services. This framework is composed of two kinds of monitors:
service monitor and process monitor which work together to assess the QoS. Four layers are
included in this scheme. The managed service layer contains services to be monitored and
nodes where these services are hosted. A monitoring interface is implemented on these services
to gather monitoring-related data. The monitoring layer hosts a business process monitor and
a service monitor: this layer implements the QoS data acquisition interfaces which are used
to acquire monitoring-related data from the managed services and gather these data into the
managed service profile. The reasoning layer contains a QoS assessor which use data stored
into the managed service profile on one hand, and the quality model on the other hand, to
compute the values of QoS metrics. The quality model profile includes definition of quality
attributes and their metrics. The presentation layer contains a QoS monitoring console. This
console is an application providing a graphical user interface which allows service administrators
to observe the monitored results, and manipulate monitored resources.

Figure 7: OSMaF management framework [YCK08]
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Q-Peer [FFKS08] proposes a distributed QoS monitoring framework to achieve cross-domain,
user-centric, metric oriented, feedback-enabled and loosely-coupled (with service providers)
monitoring. This framework is based on a QoS management system, named Q-Peer (Fig. 8),
in which each peer provides a monitor to collect QoS information from the service execution
instances. Monitor users define monitoring requirements by submitting policies to a configura-
tion interface. Although users configure the system through the interface of a certain peer,
they do not have to consider which peer will handle the monitoring task. The configuration
module will dispatch the policy to appropriate peers. The monitor is composed of a data
collector responsible for extracting the user expected parameters from input messages coming
from the service user or provider. A metric generator receives preliminary parameters from the
collector, and calculates QoS metrics using data collected by monitoring agents and stored
into a repository. The feedback controller is an entity used to respond to QoS deviation. QoS
exceptions are detected by user-defined policies. The actions to handle exceptions are defined
by users as well, to avoid affecting user experience.

Figure 8: Q-Peer monitoring framework [FFKS08]

LoM2HiS In [EBMD10] , the authors suggest a run-time monitor designed to control the
services based on the negotiated and agreed SLAs, and mapping between these SLAs and
the low-level metrics: the framework is thus called 'Low Level Metrics to High Level SLAs'.
The process starts by defining the mapping rules (step 1). Once the customer requests the
provisioning of an agreed service (step 2), the run-time monitor loads the service SLA from
the agreed SLA repository (step 3). Obviously, the service is based on other network resources.
The resource metrics are measured by monitoring agents, and the measured raw metrics are
accessed by the host monitor (step 4). This monitor extracts metric-value pairs from the raw
metrics and transmits them periodically to the run-time monitor (step 5). Upon receiving
the measured metrics, the run-time monitor maps the low-level metrics based on predefined
mapping rules to form an equivalent of the agreed SLA objectives (step 6). The mapping result
is stored in the mapped metric repository (step 7). In case future SLA violation threats occur,
it notifies (step 8) the enactor component for preventive actions. The detection of future SLA
violation threats is based on more restrictive thresholds.

Many other frameworks concerning service monitoring exist. [MS04, HCOK07] define a set
of service quality attributes and metrics for service monitoring in service oriented architectures.
Zeng et al. present the framework of a high performance QoS monitoring system [ZLC07].
The authors define a QoS observation model containing IT and business-level metrics and
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associated evaluation formulas. The framework utilizes event detection and routing techniques
to monitor service operational events systematically. The problem is that most of service
monitoring frameworks focus on QoS and lack security aspects.

4.1.2 R-Peer framework

Our framework (Fig. 9) is basically a combination of the frameworks proposed by [YCK08]
and [FFKS08], still exploiting some ideas suggested in [EBMD10].

Figure 9: R-Peer approach for service monitoring

We adopt the idea of the Q-Peer system which represents a distributed and cross domain
monitoring system. Our framework is thus composed of a set of monitoring peers which are
functionally equivalent. One peer can replace another easily in case of dysfunction, or domain
change. In our case, peers are monitoring the services resilience; this approach is therefore
named R-Peer system. The reader is invited to refer to D1.4 (""Cross-layer optimization and
multilevel resilience"") for more details about the importance of distributed monitoring systems.

Each peer represents an autonomic and reusable monitoring service composed of three
layers:

Monitoring layer It is responsible for invoking the managed service to get the monitoring-
related data. This latter is collected using the resilience data acquisition interface and saved
into the managed service profile repository.

Reasoning layer This layer contains a resilience assessor which calculates the different
resilience metrics using the resilience model profile (where resilience attributes and metrics are
described) to analyze the data collected at the monitoring layer. The results are stored in the
resilience log repository.

Notification layer It hosts an alarm generator responsible of triggering alarms if any one
of the metrics calculated in the layer below exceeds a pre-defined threshold. The threshold
repository hosts these values.
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The autonomy of a monitoring service is due to the separation between the data plane and
the service plane. The use of independent repositories facilitates the replacement of one peer
by another, and the use of one peer to monitor several services. The resilience model profile is
a repository containing the resilience attributes and their metrics. The definition of this model
must take into account cross layer aspects: one idea may be the mapping between low-level
metrics and SLAs metrics as described in [EBMD10].

4.2 Correlation using the chronicle recognition system (CRS)

Event correlation techniques (aka event burst [Han07, Gru98]) have been used since the end of
the 1980s for fault management at the network level. The idea is to condense events to retrieve
just relevant data. When multiple alarms overload the system, a proper event correlation
mechanism may single out the alarms that represent noise, and help focus attention and prompt
response only to relevant alerts. The purpose is either to detect the presence of a threat, or to
localize a problem root cause(s).

Numerous paradigms have been proposed upon which event correlation techniques are
based. These paradigms derive from different areas of computer science: artificial intelligence
(rule-based systems, neural networks, model-based systems, decision trees, case-based systems),
fault propagation models (code-based techniques, dependency graphs, Bayesian networks,
causality graphs, phase structured grammars), and model traversing techniques using object-
oriented representation of the system [Gru98]. These techniques are based on different aspects
of correlation such as topological, functional and time aspects.

Among the various techniques used for correlation, we focus here on the temporal scenario
recognition, through the use of Chronicle Recognition System (CRS), developed in France
Telecom. This chapter describes CRS by explaining its functioning.

4.2.1 Principle

CRS is an event correlation tool based on symptom-to-fault knowledge represented in form
of chronicles which are a specific kind of rules composed of temporally constrained events.
In other terms, a chronicle is a set of events, happening at different time points interlinked
by time constraints, and whose occurrence may depend on the context [CD00]. Each event
may be in different states. An example of chronicles is represented in Fig. 10 where time
points t1, t2, t3, t4 are partially sequenced and the time interval between t1 and t2 needs to
be comprised between 2 and 5 minutes. On the other hand, there is no constraint regarding
transitions such as t2 to t4.

As sketched earlier, events are represented by their name, state/transition (from one state
to another) and time/interval of occurrence. Time information enables to sequence events,
and even to specify time spans, between their occurrences. The example mentioned hereafter
provides an insight about the language used to write chronicles. This chronicle is composed of
four events named B, L, IPloss and link. Each one of these events is in a certain state, or is
transiting from one state to another:

\bullet the event link is in the state WiFi between the two time points t1 and t4;

\bullet the event L is transiting from the state good to the state bad;
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Figure 10: A chronicle sample

\bullet as ? means any state, the event B, resp. IPloss, needs to be in transit from any state to
the state critical, resp. high.

Chronicle myChronicle\{ 
event (B:(?, critical), t1)

event (L:(good, bad), t2)

event (IPloss:(?, high), t3)

hold (link:WiFi, (t1, t4))

t2 - t1 in [2',5']

t2 <t4

t3 - t1 in [0',10']

t3 <t4 \} 
Defining chronicles and updating the chronicle database represent a big challenge with CRS

especially with systems exposed to many threats. The definition of chronicles is a tough task
that need to be done either by an expert, or using an automatic learning engine. In [CD00],
two learning engines were proposed to define chronicles.

One of the most important advantages with CRS is that it combines an on-line symptom-
based correlation approach, and an off-line model-based chronicle learning approach. The
on-line approach allows detection of challenges in a timely frame, while the off-line method,
based on a model to detect any abnormal behavior in the system, generates new chronicles
to detect the next appearance of this misbehavior. Thus, the off-line approach allows for
automatic acquisition of the chronicle base from the model if this latter is a progressive and
powerful model.

4.2.2 Time-stamped event stream system (TESS)

Architecture CRS is implemented using a framework dubbed ""Time-stamped Event Stream
System"" (TESS). It is based on a control protocol which allows the propagation of control
information from the highest level of data analysis to the data sources [DM09]. The events are
received by an interface named producer interface, and forwarded via the other components
of TESS to the consumer interface (Fig. 11). TESS is composed of producer interfaces,
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consumer interfaces, event buffers, broadcasters and mergers. Events sent from data sources
are received and processed by the producer interface, and sent either to the correspondent
consumer interface, or stored into a buffer until being needed or discarded. Data to be analyzed
with such an architecture must be enclosed into a special event format. These events need to
be instantaneous and time-stamped. Each event is received by a consumer. The dispatcher
(broadcaster) allows for the duplication of streams in order to perform parallel processing while
the merger is used to obtain one stream from many ones. A chronicle is implemented using
the components of TESS as following(see [DM09, DM07] for more details):

\bullet The producers receive events and send them to consumers for processing,

\bullet The number of consumers is equal to the number of events

\bullet Consumers communicate between them to check if the temporal constraints between
events are verified or not.

\bullet An event may appear several times in a chronicle; in this case, the event is duplicated by
the dispatcher which sends it to many consumers.

Figure 11: TESS general architecture [DM09]

Control protocol TESS is based on a control protocol in order to reduce the complexity of
recognition and, consequently, improve its performance by filtering/discarding some events,
or focusing on some others (Fig. 12). This protocol is composed of two kinds of messages:
producer to consumer messages (\$ a) and consumer to producer ones (\$ b). The protocol
helps optimizing correlation time and resource consumption.

a) From Producer to Consumer

\bullet No-More-Event (tw, C) When a producer sends this message to a consumer, it means
that this producer will never send any new event within the time window according to
the condition.

\bullet Missing-Event (tw, C) It is used to notify the loss of some events. It can be sent in case
of a non-reliable sensor, or in case the producer rejects some events from a saturated
buffer for example.
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Figure 12: Control messages within TESS [DM09]

\bullet Rule-On (tw, C) This message is sent by a producer desiring to check the opinion of
the consumer before ruling on some events. The producer sends this message to ask a
consumer what to do. A consumer could decide to receive these events, or to recommend
the deletion.

b) From Consumer to Producer

This kind of messages allows a consumer to take the control over a producer through two
instruction categories.

\bullet Focus (tw, C) This message is sent by a consumer to require the transmission of all
current or future events, verifying as soon as possible the scope (temporal and timeless)
of the message. The producer should do its best to ensure that.

\bullet Discard (tw, C) A message of this type notifies that some (current or future) events are
useless for the processing and could be discarded.

Note that focus and discard events could be disabled using remove-focus and remove-discard
messages.

4.3 Use-Case: Detection of flooding attacks in the PubSub platform

The PubSub platform (to be treated in WP4) includes security-related resilience issues such as:

\bullet Spying-liked attacks aiming to break confidentiality, e.g., sniffing and scanning attacks;

\bullet Session hijacking intending to tamper the messages integrity, exploiting authentication
weaknesses;

\bullet Denial of service which are numerous and based on several techniques, e.g., flood-
ing attacks which increase networks traffic and load, resulting in service performance
deterioration, reaching then the service denial, i.e., its reliability and availability.

Confidentiality, integrity, authentication, availability and accountability must be ensured to
protect data against eavesdropping, modification and damage. To make the PubSub platform
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resilient, the first step is to name relevant challenges; experts are then required to identify
what to use for monitoring, detection and remediation.

For the purpose of this deliverable, we will focus on flooding attacks. The goal of our
experimentation in WP4 is to detect and remediate, among others, flooding attacks using the
described detection framework. The latter is composed of R-Peer for monitoring and CRS for
detection.

In this section, we will describe the process used to render the PubSub platform resilient
starting by monitoring, then detection using CRS.

Monitoring We are exploiting the SNMP protocol to invoke the PubSub platform and get
data about the use of bandwidth, disk, CPU and other parameters. Different monitoring tools
like log files are also used. Information is collected in a database representing the service profile
repository (see R-Peer description section). The resilience assessor analyzes data stored in
the service profile repository and calculates resilience metrics indicated in the resilience model
profile. Hereafter, we discuss the part of the resilience model profile which represents resilience
attributes and metrics that can be influenced by flooding attacks. Flooding attacks impact
two attributes of resilience: reliability and availability. Figure 13 shows the metrics for each of
these attributes.

Figure 13: Resilience model profile

Availability has a twofold meaning. On one hand, we assess the PubSub service availability
which is calculated using two metrics: service operating time and service reparation time.
Service operating time (SOT) is derived from the service starting time and the service ending
time. Service reparation time (SRT) is derived from the service failed time and the service
recovered time.
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Availability = SOT/ (SOT+SRT)

On the other hand, we monitor the availability of the different components of the service.
In our case, we calculate the bandwidth, disk and CPU utilization in order to monitor the
occupation of PubSub service. If this occupation increases rapidly in a short period of time,
we deduce that the service will be soon saturated, this is why we take the necessary precaution
to prevent a denial of service situation.

The bandwidth utilization represents the occupation of PubSub services. It means the
number of messages received from publishers, and delivered to subscribers in a period of
time. This metric is characterized by ingress message rate, egress message rate, number of
connections, number of publishers and number of subscribers. If the number of connections,
publishers and subscribers is high, the ingress message rate and the egress message rate must
both be high, but less than certain thresholds. If the ingress rate threshold is exceeded while it
is not the case for the egress rate, we deduce that the service is not able to serve all users,
which means that some actions must be undertaken to prevent a denial of service.

Reliability is assessed using three metrics: reliable response ratio (RRR), service failure
ratio (SFR), and mean time between failures (MTBF).

RRR measures how many responses are reliable among the total number of requests.

RRR = Number of Reliable Responses / Total Number of Requests

SFR gives the ratio of the failed services during a time interval.

SFR = Number of Failures/ Time Period

MTBF indicates the average time between consecutive service failures.

MTBF = Sum of Time Between Failures / Total Number of Failures

The service is 100\% reliable if RRR=1, and SFR = 0. More RRR and MTBF are high and
SFR is low, more the service is reliable.

Alarms are generated when the defined metric thresholds are reached. These are stored
in the threshold repository which is represented, in our case, by SNMP-MIB (management
information base). The values are specified by experts depending on the context in which the
service is used.

Correlation Our goal is to detect a flooding attack performed by a set of publishers trying to
overwhelm the PubSub platform, denying thus the service for the legitimate users. It is based
on the chronicle in figure 14:
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Figure 14: Chronicle for detecting flooding attacks

The symbols e1, e2, e3, e4, e5 represent the following events :

1. e1: high number of connections

2. e2: high number of publishers

3. e3 : ingress message rate higher than the threshold

4. e4: high utilization of disk

5. e5: low egress message rate

This chronicle shows that bandwidth and disk used by the publishers are very high and
exceed the pre-defined thresholds, while the yield (egress rate) is relatively low (Figure 14) . It
means that the platform is incapable to provide the service correctly and will soon experience
a degradation in service delivery..

In light of the foregoing, we have shown that service challenges detection is a twofold
task. Firstly, a surveillance framework, in our case the proposed R-Peer system, is needed to
detect anomalies in a timely manner, generating then alarms. These data are thus sent to a
correlation engine for analysis, i.e., sorting out the real/serious threatening events called alerts:
our in-house CRS method is used for this end.

A cross-layer approach of detection Detection should not be performed only at the service
layer. Some events can be solved at this level; however, performing effective review, correlation
and analysis at the overall stack levels (OSI) is much better. Events from the service layer
must be reported to the other levels, because these events can be reviewed there and help in
the identification of additional instances of the same activities and patterns that cannot be
seen at the individual service level. It is possible to miss the pattern of a single event, but
taken together, these patterns can indicate a problem that needs to be investigated. The use
of CRS allows the performance of a cross-layer correlation easily, as CRS is a stream querying
engine which is in charge of analyzing the event streams from whatever source.
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5 Remediation and Recovery

In this section, we describe Remediation and Recovery mechanisms which have been developed
in the project. In several cases, the remediation leads to a recovery to normal operation, while
in other cases, the remediation leads to an acceptable level of service until the actual recovery
occurs.

Moreover, many of the remediation and recovery mechanisms require certain defence
mechanisms to be deployed. For example, the migration of service is made possible if the
service is running in a VM.

5.1 P2P Networks

Solutions for server redundancy described in Section 3 are defence mechanisms. Though, they
allow for a fast remediation and recovery once a server fails, since a peer server can take over
within a short timeframe. This is the case for P2P networks as well. Many remediation and
recovery mechanisms are inherent in building a P2P network. If a peer A detects that a peer
B in the routing table of peer A has gone offline, then peer A searches for another peer C
to substitute B to ensure a minimum number of nodes in B's IDs subspace. Likewise, if a
publisher A of a data item x notices that one of the replica nodes storing x has gone offline, it
looks for another replica node to ensure a minimum number of replicas.

Beyond the inherent remediation and recovery functions in P2P networks, we described in
CoSIP (See e.g., in D3.3 [FFAH10]) how the overall P2P network can be used as a backup to
the SIP infrastructure of the provider. Thus, if SIP UAs detect that the provider infrastructure
does not respond they can use the P2P network as a remediation mechanism. Since the
P2P network can provide only a restricted service, (for example, detection of Spam over IP
Telephony (SPIT) is a lot more efficient at the infrastructure. Thus, SIP UAs should accept
only phone calls from previously known UAs in P2P mode) the signaling via the P2P network
is considered as a remediation mechanisms only. The full recovery succeeds when the provider
infrastructure is available again.

5.2 Virtualization

As indicated in section 3.3, a service can be virtualized in order to facilitate a fast remediation
and recovery phase. Migration of a virtual machine is used here as a remediation technique.
This has also been already discussed in Deliverable D3.1b [FFLK10].

A virtual machine consists of both, a cold state (in particular the contents of the virtual
harddisk) and a hot state (RAM contents and processor state). Both should be migrated
in order to ensure proper continued operation of the service. Several network challenges
require a virtual machine to be migrated to a different topological location in the network
(e.g. because the entire data center is affected by the challenge). Migration across several
subnets (also known as wide-area migration) poses additional challenges, however. It requires
network requests from clients to be correctly redirected to the new location of the VM. The
attached paper [FFCdM11] discusses various migration strategies, according to a systematic
failure classification. Moreover, two network redirection strategies are evaluated.
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5.3 Connectivity Overlays

In Section 3.4, we outlined that our connectivity overlay framework is a defence mechanism,
as it is to be deployed before a challenge occurs. When the challenge takes place however,
the connectivity overlay acts as a remediation mechanism, in that it allows to maintain IP
connectivity that would not be possible without the overlay. The actual recovery occurs when
IP connectivity is recovered and the remediation mechanism, i.e., the overlay is not needed
anymore.

In this section, we briefly describe the remediation mechanism that kicks in once a challenge
has been detected (cf., e. g., , section 4). We implemented and tested two routing algorithms:
Perco-Pastry and DHT-based limited flooding.

WARP: Warping Around Routing Problems

The WARP routing algorithm has been described in greater detail in D3.4 (then, under the
name Perco-Pastry). Here, we only give a brief overview and report on our progress.

Principle of WARP WARP uses the Pastry P2P overlay. The algorithm works in distinct
phases. In the first phase, the source host that has decided to use the overlay to reach a
destination host will compute the Pastry ID of the destination host and attempt to route a
normal message through the Pastry overlay. If this seeker message arrives at the destination
host, an IP tunnel will be set up between the source and destination hosts. This IP tunnel
consists of segments: each segment corresponds exactly to one hop in the overlay.

If the tunnel could not be set up this way, or if it does not provide sufficient performance,
then the second phase is initiated: Each intermediate overlay hop conducts a traceroute to the
destination host to find out if there is IP connectivity. Every host that successfully contacted
the destination host reports back to the source with a success message. It will then be chosen
to set up a tunnel. If there is a choice between several hosts, the one will be chosen that offers
the best performance (e. g., lowest RTT).

If this second phase was not successful either, WARP will start the third phase by routing
a message to the next hop on the normal path to the destination host in the overlay. This
message contains a request to perform an extended search for IP connectivity to the destination
host. The recipient reacts by selecting k other Pastry nodes to which it has connectivity. To
each, it sends a message asking it to reply whether IP connectivity to the destination host
exists or not. Selection is based on a metric, which can be either RTT or geographic position
(either low RTT is better, or closer geographic position is better). Each of the thus queried
hosts will answer. This answer is going to be sent back to the source. If it is positive, an IP
tunnel just like in Phase 2 will be set up. If the answer is negative, the source will continue to
search iteratively. It will choose one among the nodes that have been queried so far and ask
it again to select k nodes to query on its behalf, just like before. The hosts will again reply
directly to the source. This continues iteratively until either an IP tunnel can be set up or a
time-out is reached.

Status and Progress Report The WARP algorithm is currently in evaluation in both
simulation and on the PlanetLab testbed. The results of our evaluation will be added in an
update to this report.
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WARP is currently tested on PlanetLab, using FreePastry as the (de facto standard) Pastry
implementation. About 100 nodes are used in the experiments. Experiments include path
comparisons (direct IP vs. segment-wise Pastry-over-IP), reaction to link failure and latency
measurements. Link failures are simulated by propagating a list of `broken' destinations to the
participating nodes. This causes WARP to view the destinations as unreachable, which in turn
initiates Phase 1. Any number of destinations can be taken down to trigger Phases 2 and 3.

In addition to practical tests on PlanetLab, we conduct a range of experiments in simulation.
The rationale here is that PlanetLab can only offer a very limited number of hosts, whereas
simulation can exceed this number by several orders of magnitude. We chose Peersim as our
simulator due to its simplicity. We have added an Internet routing layer to this simulator. This
allows us to read in real BGP dumps, construct a routing graph from them and use this to
determine and manipulate IP reachability between hosts. WARP has been implemented in
Peersim as a Pastry application. The experiments test WARP's reaction to link failures and
measures its scalability. As BGP dumps can only offer a local view of Internet routing, we test
WARP with several BGP dumps from different BGP routers.

Limited flooding with DHT lookups:

As an alternative to the Perco-Pastry routing algorithm, we furthermore developed a simple
routing algorithm with limited flooding and DHT caching. It has the added benefit that it
generically supports communication with hosts that are not participants of the overlay. This
algorithm is presented in [Har11] and is planned to be presented in greater detail in an update
to D3.4.

The limited flooding algorithm works in two phases.

If a peer a detects a challenge (i. e., disrupted connectivity) while it requires to send a
packet to some destination host b, it first looks up in a DHT if there are other peers r that are
known to provide connectivity to b. For this lookup, we use PAST, which is shipped together
with the Pastry overlay framework. This lookup is the first phase. If a has successfully found
a peer r and, in turn, successfully set up a GRE tunnel to r (see paragraph below), the first
phase and thus the algorithm terminates successfully.

If no such host exists and the first phase thus fails, then a initiates the second phase (the
main phase), It sends a message to its neighbours in the Pastry overlay, containing a request
to check if they can reach b. Apart from performing this check using ping messages, they
also forward the request to their own Pastry neighbours. Each of the ping request messages
contains a ping contingent field c. Whenever a node issues a ping to b, it decreases c by 1.
When it broadcasts the ping request to its own neighbours, each of its n neighbours will
receive only a share c

n of the ping contingent. Thus, the source host a can exactly control
the number of ping messages that will be used to check if a connection to b exists, simply by
setting the initial c to the desired value.

If it turns out that some host r received a ping reply from b, then r stores this information
into the DHT, thereby marking itself as a potential relay node to reach b for the first phase of
future runs of the algorithm.

GRE tunnels: For the tunnel, we use the Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) which is
datagram-based. This has proved to be more efficient since tunneling TCP over TCP would
lead to degraded performance as soon as the outer connection encounters any kind of problem,
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i. e., packet losses [HOI+07].

5.4 Policy-based Remediation

In the ResumeNet D2R2 +DR strategy, an on-line policy-based mechanism is deployed to
ensure resilience during the remediation phase. Policies have to be adapted to the current
system context. In case of a detected challenge, a dynamic reconfiguration of the measures is
required to fulfill the self-protection requirements.

Remediation is a policy-based and context-aware step within which appropriate measures
must be taken when problems appear, so that the system can maintain an acceptable level of
service during adverse conditions. The use of contextual policies to ensure resilience requires
adapting policy contexts to the dynamic system operation.

Remediation using Or-BAC Many policy frameworks are available and may be used to
perform remediation within the ResumeNet project. Or-BAC (Organization-Based Access
Control) represents one of these. It is a control access framework which connects security
monitoring to security policies, and provides thus automated and high-level remediation
management. Or-BAC handles policies at two abstraction levels: abstract and concrete policies.
Abstract policies include global specifications, whose enforcement in the real-world environment
is constrained by contexts and gives concrete policies. Or-BAC thus integrates dynamic
remediation, especially the possibility to adapt policy instantiation to current challenges,
through the use of appropriate context definitions.

Or-BAC contexts are actually used to describe environmental parameters, and characterize
the global conditions under which the target system evolves at a given time. Or-BAC introduces
normal contexts (e.g., working time, spatial contexts, etc.). It also introduces threat contexts
which detail any event threatening the normal system behavior, and which require actions to
be taken by the system in order to counter these events. For more details about remediation
using Or-BAC, see deliverables D1.3b, D2.3a and D3.2.

Remediation of flooding attack in PubSub platform To allow remediation using Or-BAC
in the PubSub platform , we define two categories of context (for more details see deliverable
D3.2):

\bullet Nominal context: the normal security policy applied to the platform in absence of any
risk.

\bullet Threat context: special rules are applied to the platform when a threat appears. These
rules are used as long as the threat is still present.

When an alert is triggered to warn the presence of a challenge, some mapping rules are
launched to identify which threat context has been activated and the suitable security policy
is then applied. In case of a flooding attack, detection of performance degradation will allow
the prevention of service outage using the appropriate policies for remediation. In order to
characterize a flooding attack challenge, we introduce the following threat context:

A flooding attack is commonly expressed by an abnormal bandwidth occupation,
coupled with the context ""service denial"".
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If a threat context is identified, we apply the suitable predefined actions to be undertaken
when this context appears. The most common remediation policies in case of flooding attacks
are the following:

\bullet Blacklisting a list of users for a while; the duration of this action is specified by experts
according to the context.

\bullet Limiting the bandwidth given to some users for a while, for a time length also defined by
experts.
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6 Conclusions

In this document, we provided an extensive discussion on the definition of services. We
provided guidlines and innovative resilience mechanisms which can be deployed proactively, i.e.,
before challenges occur. These mechanisms are Defence mechanisms, i.e., the first step of the
inner control loop of the resilience strategy followed in the ResumeNet project (D2R2-DR).
Defence mechanisms investigated in ResumeNet are notably virtualization, P2P networks and
connectivity overlays. Nevertheless, we describe briefly relevant defence mechanisms which are
fundamental today, among others service redundancy, and integrity protection, and highlight
some side effects which have to be considered when deploying them.

As for the Detection part, we first start with service monitoring and describe different
frameworks with our own framework R-peer. We have deepened the description of CRS, a
time-based correlation tool, by describing its TESS engine.

The next step is the Remediation or Recovery. In some cases, the Detection of a challenge
triggers actions which lead to full Recovery while in some other cases, they lead to a temporal
Remediation until the actual Recovery occurs, i.e., the system goes back to normal operation.
Some resilience mechanisms deployed as Defence mechanisms bring additional Remediation
and Recovery mechanisms, e.g., peers in P2P networks can recover from stale routing table
entries. Others, require more care, e.g., the migration of a virtual machine can not be always
used as a remediation mechanisms given that it may lead to unwanted additional load in the
network. Another example is how to find alternative paths in an overlay to provide end-to-end
connectivity in case the IP path fails.

In the last section, we have explained how our detection framework (composed of R-peer
system and CRS) can be used to detect a flooding attack in the PubSub platform which is
discussed further in WP4.

Finally, we would like to highlight that although this deliverable provide a synthesis of
different resilience mechanisms which can be applied in different phases of a challenge life cycle,
there are still numerous research questions for future work, in single mechanisms which have
been deployed here for resilience, e.g., virtualization and temporal challenge detection, as well
as in the way how these mechanisms are compiled together in order to provide a systematic
approach for resilient services. A notable research field which remains full of intersting research
questions is the outer control loop Dignose and Refine (DR), thus, the root cause analysis
of challenges, and the autonomic learning for improved defence, detection, remediation or
recovery at the occurance of future challenges.
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Abstract—The resilience of services in the Internet has become
an important issue and is expected to become even more
important in the future. Virtualization is one of the means
which can be deployed for resilience purposes. In this paper
we follow a systematic approach to the use of virtualization
to increase the resilience of network services. First, we provide
an analysis of the potential failures of services running within
Virtual Machines (VM) and how VM migration or replication can
be used to address these failures. Then, we address the problem
of re-establishing connectivity between a service and its clients
upon successful migration, by leveraging results from mobility
research. A special focus is given to wide-area VM migration,
since it is considered as the solution for some difficult failures,
e.g., large-scale failures due to natural disasters.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the global internet hosting more and more critical
services like Web or DNS, which our society increasingly
depends on, network resilience has gained increased attention.
Prominent outages have been featured on the news, already1.
A network disruption can become even life threatening (e.g.
if emergency calls make use of Voice over IP services). It is,
therefore, important to find ways to strengthen and increase
the resilience of network services. Network resilience has
been defined as ”the ability of the network to provide and
maintain an acceptable level of service in the face of various
faults and challenges to normal operation” [1]. Virtualization
can achieve this goal by reducing the dependency on specific
hardware through hardware abstraction. This creates virtual
resources that can be managed more dynamically than the
underlying physical resources. Those virtual resources then
comprise a Virtual Machine (VM), in which a service can
be executed. VMs can then be migrated from one physical
host to another – possibly even without the service noticing.
This allows an operator to react more flexibly to challenges
that are affecting the hardware environment of the service.
What remains to be done is to re-route client requests to
the new location of the service in the network and to ensure
that the client correctly receives the responses of the server.
This includes directing new client requests to the correct
location, and keeping existing connections from clients alive.
It is particularly challenging when virtual machines are mi-

1E.g. http://news.cnet.com/8301-10784 3-9878655-7.html

grated between different subnets, a process known as wide-
area migration. This paper presents a systematic correlation
between failure classes and migration strategies. Moreover,
two concepts to facilitate network redirection after performing
a wide-area migration are evaluated.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces important VM migration concepts. Section III dis-
cusses how to use migration as a resilience mechanism. In
section IV, two concepts for networ redirection are evaluated.
Section V presents related work. Finally, section VI concludes
the paper and gives pointers to future work.

II. BACKGROUND

This section gives an introduction to the VM migration
concepts used in this paper. First, migration itself is presented.
Then, the concept of snapshots is explained. Finally, wide-area
migration and the subsequent network recovery are discussed.

A. VM Migration

A VM running on a first physical host can be migrated
to another physical host. The migration itself encompasses
transfer of the persistent state of the VM (i.e. its file system),
transfer of the volatile state of the VM (i.e. RAM contents and
CPU state), and the redirection of network traffic. Once the
state transfer is complete, the VM continues to run in the new
physical machine. VM migration can be performed either as a
cold migration, or as a live migration. During a cold migration,
the service is paused or terminated while the state of the VM
is transferred. The advantage of this type of migration lies
in the low complexity. However, it may incur a significant
service downtime, since the VM state can comprise several
Gigabytes of memory. An attractive alternative in terms of
resilience is live migration. During live migration, the service
continues to run on the source host. The state on the target
host is then updated iteratively until the state difference is
small. Subsequently, the VM is stopped, the rest of the state
is copied, and the VM is resumed on the target host, resulting
in a downtime of less than 0.2s [2].

B. Snapshots

A snapshot of a VM is the state of the VM at a certain point
of time. This may be only a persistent state (i.e., the VMs file
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system) if the VM was off when the snapshot was taken. Or
it includes the memory and CPU state if the VM was running
when the snapshot was taken. Snapshots can be stored in files
and replicated in different locations in the network.

C. Wide-Area VM Migration

Wide-area migration describes the concept of migrating a
VM across different subnets, resulting in a topological change
of the network. In principle, wide-area migration uses the same
concepts as local migrations. VMs can be migrated either cold
or live. However, two factors add to the difficulty of wide-area
migration. First, the bandwidth between source and destination
site is likely to be severely limited in comparison to a local
connection – i.e. the time needed for the state transfer will
increase. This situation can be partly remediated by a proactive
distribution of snapshots to potential target hosts. The second
challenge lies in the fact that, due to the new location of the
VM, with the implication of different addresses at the new
location, the routing of network traffic for the VM has to be
adapted – i.e. a network recovery has to be performed.

D. Network Recovery

In case of a cold migration with a VM reboot, the VM can
acquire its new network configuration (IP and route) using
legacy techniques like DHCP. In all other cases, the VM
is resumed on another host with its old network configura-
tion. However, the network configuration transferred from the
source host may be not compatible with the target host. If the
VM has been migrated within the same Local Area Network
(LAN) segment, the target physical host forces an ARP update
within the broadcast domain. Thus, from now on, all traffic
addressed to the VM is sent to the target physical host, which
itself forwards the traffic to the VM (see Fig. 1).

Given that this solution requires that the source and target
physical hosts are in the same LAN segment, this limits the set
of possible target hosts for a migration. In order to allow for a
migration to a different LAN on the same site or to a different
site, several solutions are possible. In Section III-C, we discuss

TABLE I
EXAMPLES OF FAILURE CAUSES CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO [3]

Failures

Crash Omission Timing Byzantine

VM Software buffer
overflow

DoS attacks, high
CPU or RAM usage

Conceptual soft-
ware bugs

Host Hard disk or
CPU crash

High CPU or RAM
usage by concurrent
VMs

Bugs in hardware
drivers

Network Cable cut, rout-
ing failure

Network congestion,
DoS attacks

Forged DNS or
BGP messages

the solution space, present our solutions and compare them
with related work.

III. MIGRATION AS A RESILIENCE MECHANISM

In this section, we analyze how virtualization, notably
migration and replication of VMs, can help to address certain
challenges, e.g., DoS attacks or natural disasters. First, we
classify challenges (Section III-A). Then, we deduce the
appropriate VM migration strategy (Section III-B). Finally,
we explore the solution space for network recovery upon
successful migration (Section III-C).

A. Failure Classes and Challenge Classification

According to Cristian [3], server failures can be classified
into crash, omission, timing and byzantine failures. A crash
failure occurs if a component does not respond at all. An
omission failure occurs if a component does not respond to
some input. A timing failure occurs if a component responds
to input either too early or too late (also called performance
failure). Finally, a byzantine failure causes the component to
behave in a totally arbitrary manner outside of its specified
behavior. According to this classification, crash failures are a
subset of omission failures, omission failures are a subset of
timing failures, and timing failures are a subset of byzantine
failures. We use this classification as a starting point to identify
in which cases virtualization is useful to address a certain
challenge, and which parameters should be chosen to perform
a VM migration, depending on the deployment scenario and
the current challenge.

We further categorize failures into VM failures, host failures,
and network failures (see Table I). VM failures occur at the
VM itself. Host failures are all kind of failures (software and
hardware) which may occur at the server hosting the VM.
Network failures are all kind of failures that affect the network
access of the server.

Moreover, we also classify failures into predictable and non-
predictable failures. A non-predictable failure can be, e.g., due
to an unknown software bug, or a cable cut due to construction
work. A predictable failure can be, e.g., a power-supply failure
where the infrastructure (i.e., network and servers) can still run
on battery. This means that, unless power supply is recovered,
the infrastructure will fail once the battery is drained. Another
example of a predictable failure are natural disasters, like a



huricane or a tsunami which is expected to hit a data center
within the next few hours.

This distinction is particularly relevant for the feasibility of a
VM migration. If the failure is predictable, then the remaining
time until the failure actually occurs can be used to migrate
the hot state of the VM. On the other hand, if, for example,
an unforeseen failure causes the VM to be disconnected, then
the hot state of the VM cannot be migrated in time, i.e. no
live migration can be performed. Thus, the only option would
be to fallback to a previous snapshot of the VM.

B. Selection of VM Migration Strategy

The type of challenge that a network service within a
VM is facing has a direct implication on which migration or
replication techniques are suitable. We assume that there are
dedicated monitoring probes and failure detection mechanisms
which can classify a failure into the appropriate category
as given in Table I, taking into account whether the failure
is predictable or not (which can be considered as a third
dimension in addition to the two dimensions of Table I).

1) Recovering from VM Failures:
a) Crash Failures: Crash failures at the VM can be

recovered by resetting the VM into a previously created
snapshot. In this case, migration to another host is not required.

b) Omission and Timing Failures: In case of an omission
or timing failure, if the failure can be traced back to a current
overload situation at the VM, one can identify spare resources,
either on the same host, or another host in the same site, or
another site to start additional VM images and make them
available. Note that a single omission or timing failure may
not necessarily need to trigger any action. Thus, it has to be
decided depending on the application requirements, and the
number or frequency of omission of timing failures when a
service migration or replication should be triggered. For this
purpose, anomaly detection techniques are useful.

c) Byzantine Failures: Finally, as for byzantine failures
at the VM, if the root cause of the failure can be unambigu-
ously localized at the VM itself and not at the host or the
network, a migration of the VM will most likely not solve the
issue, since the failure will be migrated with the VM.

2) Recovering from Host Failures:
a) Crash Failures: If a crash failure at the host is pre-

dictable (e.g. a hard disk accumulating bad blocks, indicating
its end of life), then a live migration can be performed as long
as the host is functioning. If the crash failure is accidental, the
VM can be recovered from a previous snapshot in the same
site or on a different site.

b) Omission and Timing Failures: Omissions and timing
failures at the host are an indication that the host does not have
sufficient resources to meet the requirements of the service
running within the VM. In this case, a VM migration or
replication can be considered – to a different site, if resources
are not available locally. Since the migration itself will con-
sume additional resources, the approach of recovering VM
state from previous snapshots, stored at a different location,
in combination with recovery of the state difference can be

TABLE II
NETWORK RECOVERY SOLUTIONS

Layer Through indirection Through End-to-End

Application Proxy SIP, XMPP
Network MIP with Home Agent,

NAT, Layer 3 gateway
MIP Route Optimization

Data link Layer 2 gateway N2N

considered. In case of VM replication to another host, a subset
of the clients can be redirected to the new VM in order to
release resources at the host where the failure occurs. This is
related to network recovery (see Sec. II-D,III-C).

c) Byzantine Failures: Byzantine failures at the host can
be addressed by a live migration if the state of the VM can still
be migrated. Otherwise, a service recovery can be performed
based on a previous VM snapshot on another host.

3) Recovering from Network Failures:
a) Crash Failures: Network crash failures result into

service disconnectivity. In this case, a previous VM snapshot
should be started at a different site, in combination with
redirection of clients to the new VM.

b) Omission and Timing Failures: For omission and
timing failures, VM live migration is a suboptimal solution,
since the migration itself adds additional load to the network
and the migration will last longer. Thus, the approach of
starting a previously distributed VM snapshot at a different
site should be considered. In this case, if possible, only the
state difference of the VM has to be migrated.

c) Byzantine Failures: In case a Byzantine failure occurs
in the network, a new VM image should be started at another
site which is not affected by the failure. However, this ap-
proach has some limitations: In some cases of network failures,
VM migration or replication may not be helpful to recover
the service. For example, a DNS failure may make services
running within the same domain unavailable. A routing failure
may affect more than one site where the service is running,
thus rendering it unavailable.

C. Wide-Area Network Recovery

Given the challenges explained above that can encounter
network services, simple network recovery, as presented in
Section II-D, is considered to be insufficient. In some cases it
is necessary to migrate the service to a different geographic
location, i.e. to perform wide-area migration. However, wide-
area migration results into a mobility problem which may
render the service unreachable unless network recovery is
performed. In fact, several mobility solutions are applicable
here. In Table II, we explore the solution space for network
recovery after successful migration based on the mobility
layer. Moreover, at each layer solutions can be classified into
mobility using an indirection point and end-to-end mobility.

1) Network recovery with indirection: At the applica-
tion layer, traffic is forwarded to the VM upon successful
migration via an application-layer proxy remaining at the
source network. Fig. 2 provides an overview of this setup.



After migration of the VM from site A to site B, traf-
fic received by proxy.a.example.com is forwarded to
proxy.b.example.com, which itself forwards the traffic
to the migrated VM. This solution can be particularly attractive
since many applications support the use of proxies.

At layer 3, a well known approach with an indirection point
is Mobile IP (MIP) (RFC 3344, RFC 3775). In its simple
variant, all traffic sent to the so-called Mobile Node (MN), in
this case the VM, is sent to a gateway at the “home network”
called Home Agent (HA). The HA then forwards the traffic
tunneled to the MN in its new location.

Another approach to support wide-area VM migration is
hiding the VM behind a Network Address Translation (NAT)
router. In this case, the traffic from the client to the VM is sent
to the external IP address of the NAT router which forwards
the traffic to the VM. Thus, the VM migration is transparent
to the client2. Another option at layer 3 can be a VPN gateway
to which the VM connects after migration.

The same approach with a VPN gateway can be performed
with a layer 2 gateway, or a large scale layer 2 switching fabric
which may span different geographic locations [4].

A major drawback of solutions with an indirection point
(application proxy, NAT, MIP HA, VPN gateway) is that the
indirection point must remain available in the upcoming com-
munication. This problem can be alleviated by giving the DNS
record of a server running within the VM a short TTL (e.g.
60 seconds). After that time, all new incoming connections
to the VM should arrive at the new location of the VM.
Unfortunately, this does not solve the problem for two reasons.
First, there are still clients which are currently connected to
the server at the old location. Second, although the TTL is
configured to be short, the DNS cache can still persist longer
in several locations in the network, at the application, or
the OS. These drawbacks are particularly important in cases
in which the ongoing availability of the indirection point is
not guaranteed. For example, in case of power failure or
natural disaster, not only the hardware of the physical hosting
where the VM was running may be affected, but also the
hardware where the indirection point is running. An additional
drawback, that is valid for MIP as well, is triangular routing,
which introduces additional delay.

2) Network recovery with end-to-end notification: Given
that wide-area migration with an indirection point does not
cover certain resilience requirements, we also investigated
end-to-end notification without indirection point. An existing
approach at layer 3 which supports end-to-end notification is
MIP route optimization. In this case, the communication party
of the MN, called Corresponding Node (CN), i.e. the client
in Fig. 2, is notified about the mobility event. Then, further
communication between the MN and the CN (here: between
the VM and its clients) takes place without involving the HA.

At the application layer, the application can support such
a notification only if the application protocol allows for

2Some applications, like SIP or FTP, unfortunately transport IP addresses
in their payload, making interaction with NAT routers complicated.
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Fig. 2. Network recovery with an indirection point after wide-area migration

asynchronous notifications from the server to the client. This
is the case, e.g., for SIP or XMPP.

In layer 2, N2N [5] can be considered as an end-to-end
mobility mechanism. N2N is a P2P layer 2 VPN which could
be used to propagate the new location of the VM in the
P2P network and re-direct the layer 2 traffic to the VM after
successful migration. In this case, both the VM and the client
must be part of the P2P network.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

As discussed in Sec. III-C, there are failures which require
wide-area migration as a remediation. In this section, two
variants of network recovery after wide-area migration are
presented. The two approaches differ in the way in which
traffic redirection is achieved. In the first case, traffic redi-
rection is performed on the link layer by building a tunnel
to the target location of the virtual service. The second
approach performs traffic redirection on the application layer
by notifying clients about the new location of the service.
The following experiments were tested on dedicated 2 GHz
machines with 2-4 cores and 2-4 GB RAM, connected via
Gigabit Ethernet.

A. Link Tunneling

If a failure does not affect the access router of a service,
network redirection can be performed by creating a virtual link
– i.e. a tunnel between the original access router of a service
and its new location. In this scenario, the access router has
to actively support wide-area migration by first setting up the
tunnel, and then redirecting all incoming network traffic for
the migrated service to its new location. Given that it is a
layer 2 solution, it has the advantage of being transparent to
the service, without any need for the VM to change its IP.

Fig. 3 shows the network setup we used for this kind of
migration. A VM is to be migrated from Host A to Host B
over an access router. Host A is connected to the access router
via Network A, whereas Host B is connected via Network B. A
client, which is connected to the access router via Network C,
uses the service during migration. To facilitate the migration,
several steps have to be performed. First, an additional virtual
bridge, named sshbr, is created on Host B. Next, a link layer
tunnel is created between vmbr1 on the access router and the
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Fig. 4. Downtime of a virtual service during migration

newly created sshbr (indicated by the dashed line). This causes
the virtual bridge sshbr to be logically in Network A. Finally, a
standard live migration between Host A and Host B is initiated,
where the VM in its new location is connected to sshbr instead
of vmbr1 on Host B. Using this technique, all network traffic
can be transparently redirected to the VM. This is verified by
the client, who accesses the VM during migration.

This scenario has been evaluated to measure the impact
of wide-area migration on service downtime. The results are
shown in Fig. 4. Connectivity of the virtual service is checked
by sending UDP messages from the VM to Host A at a fixed
rate of 20 packets per second. By measuring the inter-arrival
times of packets at Host A we can deduce the downtime of the
VM. Host B is equipped here with a pre-distributed snapshot
of the VM. Migration starts about 4.2s into the experiment.
At about 4.9s into the measurement, the live migration halts
the original VM and network traffic is redirected to the new
location. One can see that the resulting downtime is below
0.6s. We have also measured latency increase due to the
tunneling mechanism – however, the results were neglectible

SIP UA VM@A

VM@B

migration
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200 OK

200 OK

NOTIFY (Server will be at IP:port)
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Fig. 5. Message flow: wide-area VM migration with end-to-end notification

in our test-bed. This effect should be studied with a larger
test-bed in order to reach meaningful results.

B. SIP Signalling

The second approach implements VM wide-area migration
with an IP address change. We use SIP-based end-to-end
notification to propagate mobility events. Thus, according to
Table II this is an application layer end-to-end approach. SIP
User Agents (UA) initially connect to the SIP server hosted
within the VM. Each message sent by a UA is sent to the SIP
server and potentially forwarded to other SIP entities, e.g.,
other SIP UAs. SIP UAs initially find the SIP server with a
DNS request according to RFC 3261. At this point comes our
contribution: Upon successful registration, SIP UAs subscribe
to the set of events that are relevant to keep the connectivity
between them and the server. For this purpose, we use SIP
Specific Event Notification (RFC 3265). The SIP server acts
as a publish/subscribe system where server mobility events
are propagated. Each UA which has subscribed to that kind of
event receives a notification when such an event occurs.

For our implementation, we used and extended the publicly
available implementation of the SIP stack in the Python
programming language. It uses the event-based network pro-
gramming framework twisted3. Fig. 5 shows a message flow
between a SIP UA and the SIP server, which results from the
collection of our Wireshark traces (For simplicity, we show
only the relevant SIP messages). As we can see, the SIP UA
can successfully establish a SIP session with a SIP INVITE
message both before and after the VM migration.

Beyond this functional test to validate our implementation,
we launched preliminary performance tests as well to estimate
the service downtime. Despite the IP address and network
configuration change of the VM, the downtime was the same
order of magnitude as the results described in Sec. IV-A.

3http://twistedmatrix.com/



C. Comparison

The two investigated approaches each have their advantages
and disadvantages. The link tunneling approach keeps the
network configuration of the VM unchanged. This is in partic-
ular beneficial for legacy services that can not be changed to
take topological mobility into account. However, the approach
requires access to the access router of the VM at its original
location. This can be a problem if the access router is affected
by the network challenge itself (e.g. in the case of a natural
disaster). In contrast, the SIP signaling approach indicates how
network recovery on the application layer can mask an IP
address change. This is beneficial, as traffic is routed more
directly, and does not require a cooperative access router.
However, the migration is not transparent to the application
anymore. Both approaches achieve a downtime below one
second – which is significantly better than no action and should
be acceptable for most services.

V. RELATED WORK

Live migration has been implemented multiple times already
– see in particular [2] and [6]. However, they only addressed
migration within a data center, not wide-area migration.

Replication of VMs has been previously discussed as a re-
silience mechanism (see [7], [8]). These approaches, however,
focus on the duplication of a service, without discussing the
implications of wide-area network traffic redirection.

Bienkowski et al. [9] discuss service migration in virtual
networks. Their work investigates a simulated mobile scenario,
where services are kept topologically close to their (mobile)
clients. In contrast to the approach presented here, network
recovery is not discussed in their work.

Travostino et al. [10] present a method for wide-area live
migration of virtual machines. Similar to the first approach
presented in this paper, a tunnel is used to redirect network
traffic after the migration. However, their approach requires the
(physical) source host to remain operable even after migration,
in order to forward tunnel traffic.

Bradford et al. [11] present another approach of wide-area
migration. They achieve traffic redirection by a combination of
tunneling and Dynamic DNS updates. In contrast to our work,
they do not consider failure of the source host explicitely. In
their scenario, the source host only can be switched off after
DNS updates have been propagated and all connections that
were opened before the migration, have been closed.

In Section III-C, we mentioned MIP as an alternative for
maintaining connectivity between a VM and its clients after
migration. In fact, this has been implemented and evaluated
by Silvera et al. [12].

An interesting concept is introduced in [13], where the
authors propose live migration of routers. Unlike the paper
presented here, their work focuses exclusively on routing as
the virtual service.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents wide-area migration of VMs as a
resilience mechanism. The constraints imposed by various

network challenges on VM migration have been discussed.
The need for wide-area migration has been stressed. Two
approaches to facilitate network recovery after wide-area mi-
gration have been evaluated and compared. It has been shown
that virtualized services can be migrated across different
subnets with a downtime of less than one second.

The presented approach has been evaluated in a lab environ-
ment with controlled parameters. One step to extend this work
is to use distributed testbeds in order to assess the impact of
limited bandwidth, unreliable links, and similar restrictions.
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